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ABOUT Fleet Management
Fleet Management is comprehensive

Fleet
operations
management
solution built inside Microsoft
dynamics 365, which enables
organisations to effectively manage
and control their fleets through
providing end-to-end visibility of their
operations.

What we Offer

The solution has One
The individual
common dataset of vehicles are broken
all mobile and fixed
down into their
fleet related asset various components,
types and their
like horse and
related
trailers, tyres,
characteristics, that
engine, load
can be linked to
capacity, etc. So the
geographical
solution not only
locations and regions
caters for
so that routes and
management of
individual trips can specific vehicles but
be predefined and
their various
managed
components as well.

The solution has full
maintenance
functionality
including
preventative,
corrective, predictive
and condition-based
maintenance across
all fleet assets and
vehicles, as well as
loan and client
equipment

Record and track
warranties against
specific vehicles, whether
they are based on a
calendar time period or
on equipment usage.
Then manage any
warranty claims related
to repairs or
maintenance. Store and
track any related permits
as well and know when
those permits need to be
renewed
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Fleet Management
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What it can be used for:

Managing vehicles
A view of your fleet
A user can access
The centralised
the specific vehicle
recording and
record and drill
management within
down to the various
the solutions means a
components that
user can manage all
make up that vehicle
aspects of your fleet,
and manage them
from fuel usage, licence
as a unit or as
renewals and traffic
individual
offences, toll fees,
components like
vehicle service
trailers, tyres,
schedules and much
engines etc.
more

Plan and Manage
Maintenance
Fleet maintenance
managers can plan
and schedule
maintenance tasks
using predefined
templates and based
on either calendar or
mileage. This includes
management of
service teams , giving
them full visibility on
operations

Save by claiming on
Warranties
Because the warranty
information is stored
against the related
vehicle or component
record, if it is valid, a
user is prompted to
claim against that
warranty, thus saving
the company
unnecessary
maintenance
expenses
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Fusion the Apps People is an Independent Software
Vendor (ISV) that forms part of the SIS Global
Group. Fusion offers industry-specific solutions by
extending existing business applications and
functionality.
Contact Us:
enquiry@theappspeople.com
https://theappspeople.com/
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